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Nestled on a magnificent treelined street in the heart of central Albury, this classic Victorian-style red brick residence

stands as a testament to timeless grandeur and historic charm, harmoniously paired with contemporary luxuries.Elegance

unfurls at every turn in this beautiful home, where a rich narrative of history and sophistication beckons. The facade,

adorned with classic red brick, boasts a stately bull-nosed veranda overlooking meticulously landscaped gardens. Ornate

cornices, intricate detailing, and an inviting entryway instill a deep sense of nostalgia, whilst indulging in modern

conveniences. Within these hallowed walls, the interior unfolds into a luminous sanctuary of generous proportions.

Towering ceilings, exquisite fireplaces, and the resplendent original hardwood floors bestow an aura of aristocratic

splendour, all the while preserving the home's cherished historical legacy. A thoughtfully designed layout seamlessly

interlaces open plan living spaces, offering versatility for both relaxation and extravagant gatherings.The heart of this

magnificent dwelling is the open-plan kitchen, where classic aesthetics meet modern functionality. Featuring modern

appliances and a generous benchtop it guarantees to become the centre for family and social gatherings alike. A separate

formal lounge provides quiet and solace, ideal for quiet reflection at the end of the day.Multiple bedrooms, two with

spacious robes and built-in storage, are attended to by bathrooms featuring tessellated tiling, a testament to comfort and

practicality. The master suite, separately situated for privacy and retreat is more than comfortably serviced by an ensuite

featuring a claw-foot bath. Every room pays homage to the home's rich heritage, meticulously preserved to retain its

distinctive character.Outdoors, an enchanting private haven beckons featuring well-established trees offering relaxed al

fresco living. The meticulously landscaped gardens and a charming patio area provide a serene escape, perfect for

savouring morning coffee or hosting intimate gatherings.At the rear of the property, part of an historic foundry still

remains. Winzer Plaster Foundry established in this location manufactured ceiling roses and cornices that were sold to

properties in the local region.  This 9 x 9 metre shed is powered with three phase power and is still adorned by original

windows.  This spacious shed is ideal for vehicle storage along with room for a workshop, affording both functionality and

security.Positioned in the heart of Albury, this residence grants unrivalled access to nearby amenities, esteemed schools,

and the opportunity to explore the vibrant local boutiques, cafes, and parks that make Albury an esteemed and

sought-after destination.Key Features:• Grandeur on a 765sqm (approx.) canvas  • Four bedrooms• Two living

areas• Ducted gas heating and evaporative cooling• Rear lane access to garaging for added convenience    


